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Cikarang Listrindo Establishes a United Disaster Alert Program for Labansari Village  

 
Jakarta, 30 November 2022 - Labansari Village is a village in East Cikarang District, Bekasi Regency. The 

location of Labansari Village is at the borderline between 
Bekasi Regency and Karawang Regency. Labansari Village 
is located between two major rivers, namely the Citarum 
and Cibeet Rivers. Due to its geographical, Labansari 
Village is a disaster-prone village, especially floods that 
occur every year. 
 
Flooding in Labansari Village can reach up to 2.5 meters 
high and recede upto a week time. During flooding, road 
access to the village was cut-off, causing the residents 
isolated and creating difficulties for the evacuation 

efforts and logistic assistance supplies.  
 
With such situation, PT Cikarang Listrindo Tbk (IDX: POWR) (the 
“Company”) in collaboration with parties related to PUSKASI (Center 
for Disaster and Refugee Studies) Polteksos Bandung, BPBD 
(Regional Disaster Management Agency), TAGANA (Taruna Siaga 
Disaster ), and Swatantra Wibawa Mukti created the United Disaster 
Alert Program (BEGANA). BEGANA is a community-based disaster 
management, aimed to strengthening the community preparedness 
regarding disaster hazards and risks, forming disaster preparedness 
networks, and optimizing potential and resources for disaster 
management. In particular, the BEGANA program involves and 
equips people of productive ages who care for the surrounding 
environment and are enthusiastic about natural disaster 
management. 
 
The design of the BEGANA program has 3 integrated focuses namely 
disaster mitigation, environmental preservation, and socio-
economic strengthening. The Disaster Mitigation is by forming a 
Disaster Preparedness Community Work Team (TKMSB), Environmental Preservation by forming a Garbage 
Bank, and Social-Economic Strengthening by forming an Ecovillage. The benefits of the BEGANA program 
are that it can minimize the socio-economic impact if a disaster occurs in the area while strengthens the 
disaster mitigation so that it can become a well-integrated Disaster Preparedness Area. 
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The Company is also partnering with the Sekolah Tinggi Teknologi Duta Bangsa (STTDB) in one of the unified 

disaster preparedness program, creating a flood 
disaster early warning system in Labansari Village. 
This warning system is a water sensor system with 
Solar Power generation (PLTS) which will provide 
early warning through sirens and lights when water 
levels from the Citarum and Cibeet Rivers reach 
certain height. This collaboration is an ongoing 
activity with the Company's previous program, 
namely Disaster Response assistance to strengthen 
disaster mitigation in Labansari Village, which 
incidentally is a flood-prone area. 
 

Through this program, the Company received a gold category award from the 2022 Indonesia Sustainable 
Development Goals Award (ISDA), for the Company's contribution to achieving SDGs 11 - Sustainable cities 
and settlements. Cikarang Listrindo hopes to be 
an inspiration for companies or other institutional 
parties or individuals to speak and support the 
realization of the Sustainable Development Goals 
(SDGs) in Indonesia, because the achievement of 
SDGs will happen with the awareness and 
contribution of all Indonesian people, no matter 
how small contribution can be made, it will have a 
big positive impact in the future. 
  
Cikarang Listrindo at a glance 
  
Cikarang Listrindo is the first private power utility 
listed in the Indonesian Stock Exchange since 2016. The Company is also the pioneer private power utility 
in Indonesia that started serving customers since 1993 and currently serving more than 2,500 industrial 
customers in five industrial estates in Cikarang, and has also supplied electricity to Perusahaan Listrik 
Negara (PLN) since 1996. The Company’s generating capacity of 1,144 MW added with renewable energy 
Solar Rooftop of 9.0 MWp as of September 2022, makes the Company as one of the biggest capacity power 
producer in Indonesia. 
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The Company consistently delivers the best service and quality to customers and creates added value for 
all stakeholders. This is proven by the achievement of various awards throughout 2022 such as “Corporate 
Emission Reduction Transparency of Green Elite Category“ and “Corporate Emission Calculation 
Transparency of Platinum Plus Category“ awards from Majalah Investor and Bumi Global Karbon during 
2022 Corporate Emission Award event, as well as “Top 50 Mid Capitalization Public Listed Company” and 
“Best Disclosure and Transparency” from Indonesian Institute for Corporate Directorship (IICD) during from 
The 13th IICD Corporate Governance Conference and Award event, Silver Award for its contribution in 
accelerating the village development in Village SDGs achievement through Village-Owned Enterprises 
(BUMDes) and other CSR program, from Ministry of Village, Development of Disadvantaged Regions and 
Transmigration, Security Management System Certificate with Gold rating from the Police of Republic of 
Indonesia, Gold Champion in Corporate Social Responsibility Program in Public Company category from 
Bisnis Indonesia and Habitat of Humanity, as well as “Indonesia Best CSR Award 2022 with Outstanding 
Program in Social and Community Development” for energy and mining sector from Warta Ekonomi, “Rise 
during Year of Transition” from Bisnis Indonesia, as well as “The Most Commited GRC Leader 2022” and 
“Top GRC Awards 2022 #4 Stars” from Top Business Magazine, GRC Indonesia Association, Indonesia Risk 
Management Professional Association, Institute Compliance Professional Indonesia, and Indonesian 
Governance Professional Association (PAGI). 
  
For further information, please contact:  
Corporate Secretary   
PT Cikarang Listrindo Tbk    
Email: corpsec@listrindo.com     
Website: www.listrindo.com 
 


